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ABSTRACT In recent years, multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) antennas with the ability to radiate
waves in more than one pattern and polarization play a great role in modern telecommunication systems.
This paper provides a theoretical review of different mutual coupling reduction techniques inMIMO antenna
systems. The increase in the mutual coupling can affect the antenna characteristics drastically and therefore
degrades the performance of the MIMO systems. It is possible to improve the performance partially by
calibrating the mutual coupling in the digital domain. However, the simple and effective approach is to
use the techniques, such as defected ground structure, parasitic or slot element, complementary split ring
resonator, and decoupling networks which can overcome the mutual coupling effects by means of physical
implementation. An extensive discussion on the basis of different mutual coupling reduction techniques,
their examples, and comparative study is still rare in the literature. Therefore, in this paper, different MIMO
antenna design techniques and all of their mutual coupling reduction techniques through various structures
and mechanisms are presented with multiple examples and characteristics comparison.

INDEX TERMS Diversity gain, ECC, MIMO, mutual coupling, PCB, UWB, WLAN.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) [1], [2] is an
advanced technology for multiplying the capacity of a
radio link using multiple transmit and receive antennas to
achieve multipath propagation. MIMO systems specifically
refer to a practical technique for sending and receiving multi-
ple independent channels simultaneously over the same radio
channel using multiple antenna topologies without any extra
radiation power loss in rich scattering environment. It is also
featured as next generation wireless communication tech-
nology due to its capability of improving system reliability
and increasing channel capacity using multiple antennas [3].
MIMO was initially proposed in the early 90’s as a feasible
solution that can overcome the data rate limitation experi-
enced by single-input-single-output (SISO) systems. Further,
MIMO can be used in different networks to improve channel
capacity, system reliability and transmission speed of data [4]
by utilizing the highest capacity of the wireless communica-
tion systems.
In [5]–[10], different printed MIMO antenna systems are

presented. These antennas are widely used in the portable
systems; such as mobile phones due to their conformity with
the device, low cost, better integrity and ease of fabrication.

The multi-antenna topology [11], [12] used in the transmit-
ter (TX) and receiver (RX) side in MIMO system makes
it simple compared to any other array antenna topology.
Further, it improves the data rate in any communication sys-
tems [13], [14] by reducing channel errors. However, it leads
to multipath propagation problem due to high correlation
factor in the multi-signal broadcasting [15], [16]. Moreover,
the reduced spacing between the antennas in MIMO can
increase the mutual coupling which is a known phenomenon
to degrade the angle of arrival [17] to estimate carrier fre-
quency offset [18] and signal to interference noise ratio [19].
The mutual coupling between closely packed antennas rises
either by the large flow of surface current from the excited
ports or space radiation and surface waves. Additionally,
the opposing effect of mutual coupling on reflection coef-
ficients cannot be undervalued [20]. Hence, the major chal-
lenge in the design of MIMO antenna is to limit the mutual
coupling within the recent miniaturized printed and other
antennas. In case of digital infrastructure MIMO systems,
the higher mutual coupling has adverse effect on the channel
capacity [21] and error rate [22]. Awide range ofMIMO pre-
coding and decoding techniques [23], [24]; such as partial
swam optimization [25], [26], genetic algorithms [27], [28]
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and galaxy based search algorithm [29] are proposed to
mitigate mutual coupling in the digital domain. In recent
literature surveys, the relationship among MIMO antennas
radiation pattern, impedance matrix and beam coupling fac-
tors are presented for the mutual coupling of MIMO antenna
systems [30]–[32]. Further, comprehensive studies based
on these models to mitigate the mutual coupling effects in
post processing are also illustrated. However, the simplistic
approach for mutual coupling reduction for multi-antenna
systems is to use decoupling networks [33], neutralization
lines [34], etched parasitic elements [35], complementary
split rings resonators [36], electromagnetic bandgap struc-
tures [37], and defected ground structures [38]. These tech-
niques can manipulate the coupling by attenuating, blocking
or minimizing the surface current flow. The antenna topolo-
gies, such as printed, reconfigurable, metamaterials and
dielectric resonator antennas are also used popularly to erad-
icate the adverse effect of the mutual coupling. Furthermore,
in MIMO antenna design the envelop correlation coefficient
(ECC) evaluation for correlated and uncorrelated channel
estimation is necessary [40]. It represents the channel suit-
ability in real propagation systems. There are fewer attempts
where mutual coupling reduction techniques are studied and
their performances are compared collectively. In [39], a sim-
ple comparison on various isolation techniques including
decoupling networks, parasitic elements, use of PIN and
varactor diode is presented. It also explains the effect on
antenna parameters due to different relative permittivity of the
substrate materials. A similar study on various miniaturized
antenna design for energy harvesting application is presented
in [41]. Review on standard mutual coupling degradation
techniques for massive MIMO base station antennas are
explained in [40]–[42].
In this review paper, a comparative study on different

MIMO antenna design methods and mutual coupling reduc-
tion techniques is presented. Furthermore, various antenna
designs based on every standard mutual coupling technique
are analyzed to clarify design variation possibilities. The
MIMO antennas presented in this work are discussed and
compared with an emphasis on the primary antenna char-
acteristics; such as bandwidth, gain, mutual coupling, effi-
ciency and ECC. Moreover, a brief study on the mutual
coupling reduction, diversity gain and envelop correlation
coefficient (ECC) calculation methods are described. This
work highlights the usefulness and limitations of different
MIMO antenna topologies existed in the literature. There are
few attempts presented in the literature [12], [39], [40], [42],
[44] where the theoretical aspect of the mutual coupling of
MIMO antenna is analyzed comprehensively. These works
lack to describe different antenna structures corresponding to
theMIMO antenna isolation improvement techniques present
in the literature. Further, a complete overview containing all
the design methodologies and their examples are not present.
Therefore, there is a necessity to fill that gap in the field of
MIMO antenna design. This review paper offers a thorough
analysis on different MIMO antenna and their respective

mutual coupling topology to improve the understanding of
early stage researchers as well as the experienced antenna
designers.

II. MUTUAL COUPLING REDUCTION

Mutual coupling defines as the energy absorbed by a proxi-
mate antenna when another antenna is radiating. Mutual cou-
pling has a tendency to change the radiation pattern, reflection
coefficient and input impedance of the MIMO antennas. The
simplified mutual coupling, MCij empirical models can be
presented as [42], [45]

MCij = exp

(

−
2dij
λ

(α + jπ)

)

, i 6= j (1)

MCij = 1 −
1

N

∑

i

∑

i 6=j

MCij (2)

where dij is the distance between ith and jth antenna elements.
Further, α is the coupling level controlling parameter and N
is the number of array elements.

In practice, mutual coupling depends on the array con-
figuration as well as on the excitations of other elements.
It is usually calculated in dB-valued S-parameter between ith
and jth antenna elements and the isolation of −20log10(|Sij|)
between them. However, the detailed mechanism of mutual
coupling depends largely on the transmitting and receiving
modes [46], [47].

In the transmitting mode [42], two antenna elements are
in the arrays, as shown in Fig. 1(a). In this case, a source
is attached to the jth element, A is the energy generated
from the source, B points to the energy radiates into space
as well as towards the ith elements denoted as C . D shows
that some part of received energy by ith element rescatters
into the space while the remaining travels towards the source
(E point). A small portion of rescattered energy is picked
up by the jth element denoted as F . This mutual interaction
process continues iteratively. However, after few iterations
the rescattered energy D reduces significantly. The total far-
field is the vector sum of the rescattered and radiated fields.
Therefore, mutual coupling alters the antenna radiation pat-
tern. Moreover, the E waves are added vectorially to the
reflected and incident waves of the ith element itself causing
enhancement in the standing wave. It is responsible to alter
the input impedance of the ith element. Hence, mutual cou-
pling changes the self-and mutual impedance of the antennas.
In MIMO antenna systems, all number of ports may have
random phase excitations. This causes significant impact on
the impedance matching and mutual coupling of the antenna
elements. To evaluate the reflection coefficient of the MIMO
systems with random phase excitations total active reflec-
tion coefficient (TARC) is calculated [48]. TARC is known
as the ratio of the square root of the total reflected power
and the total generated power [49]. Higher mutual coupling
can reduce TARC due to its dependency on the radiation
efficiency and impedance matching under the random phase
excitation.
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FIGURE 1. Diagram of mutual coupling mechanism (a) Transmitting mode
and (b) receiving mode [42].

In the receiving mode, a plane wave A intrudes on the ith
element causing incident current, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). This
incidence plane wave is divided into two parts, one goes. the
receiver B w goes into the receiver B while other rescattered
into space C . However, some part of the rescattered wave D
is directed towards jth element. This can be added vectorially
with the incident plane wave E . The resultant wave received
by the ith element is the vector sum of the directed incident
wave and the coupled waves from other antenna elements.
By minimizing rescattered energy the received energy can be
maximized. However, the ith element terminating impedance
must be chosen carefully as the reflected wave E can cancel
the rescattered wave C . Furthermore, the performance of
the receiving mode antenna element can be examined by
exciting one element with the other 50-ohm loaded element
terminal [42].
In case of two-port antenna, the mutual coupling has the

tendency to make the antenna pattern orthogonal to each
other which effects the correlations. Correlation coefficient
describes how much communication channels are corre-
lated or isolated to each other [49]. Signal correlation uses
two signals to produce third signal [50]. There are three
types of correlations named as power, envelop and signal
correlation [47], [51]. Generally, power correlation is equal
to the magnitude square of the signal correlation and also

FIGURE 2. ECC calculation methods and performance in MIMO antenna
designs.

approximately equivalent to the envelop correlation [47]. The
square of the correlation coefficient is also known as the
ECC [50]. In this paper, envelop correlation is explained in
brief.

III. ECC CALCULATION METHODS AND DIVERSITY GAIN

ECC is the relationship between the incoming signals at the
ports of a MIMO or array antenna [52]. In MIMO antennas,
ECC is used as a performance metric to characterize and
measure the system performance and efficiency. Moreover,
ECC evaluation is necessary for uncorrelated channels to find
channel quality. Several methods are present in the litera-
ture to calculate ECC for MIMO antenna systems [40]. The
mutual coupling effect between numbers of ports of MIMO
can be observed as two scattering parameters Sij and Sji.
High mutual coupling can affect the antenna characteristics
adversely. Hence, ECC is increased significantly. Higher
value of ECC leads to high correlation and mutual coupling.
Therefore, lower ECC values are expected in the MIMO
antenna systems [19]. Furthermore, ECC shows combined
effect over all the scattering parameters of a designed MIMO
antenna to illustrate their effect on correlation coefficients.
In typical cellular phone application, ECC value must be less
than 0.5 to achieve better diversity [52], [53].

Fig. 2 shows different ECC calculation [8], [54]–[56]
techniques along with their performance characteristics.
The correlation coefficients for S-parameter calculation
method [8], [55] can be approximated as

pij(e) =

∣

∣
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N
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2
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2
)
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where i (1 → N ) and j (1 → N ) are antenna ports, n is
the number of radiating elements, Sni and Snj are scattering
parameters of antenna elements. This scattering parameters
are also knows as reflection coefficients. Network analyzer
is used to extract these parameters from the antenna ports
of the MIMO system. This approach does not require the
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computation and measurement of the radiation pattern of the
antenna system. It also offers a clear understanding of the
effects of mutual coupling and input Impedance match on
the diversity performance of the antenna system.
This is a simple and fast method to calculate ECC which

depends on the port parameters of the antenna. However,
this technique requires the radiation efficiency to be 100% to
perform reliably. It does not consider non-uniform directive
patterns. Further, it does not work with beam tilts that affects
the channel of upcoming signal and changes system capac-
ity directly [40], [57]. In practice, (3) estimates inaccurate
ECC results due to the higher lossy property of the printed
antennas. Hence, this methodology of ECC calculation is not
prescribed by most of the researchers.
Far-field radiation pattern method uses azimuthal and ele-

vation radiated field components for ith and jth elements,
respectively. Anechoic chamber is used to extract these
parameters. The correlation coefficients based on this method
[12], [40], [58] is written as

pij(e) =
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where
−→
Fi (θ, φ) and

−→
Fj (θ, φ) are field pattern of two radi-

ating elements with respect to θ . Additionally, Ø and �

are the solid angles. The evaluation using (4) implies the
computation or the measurement of the radiation patterns
at each frequency. It must be noted that (3) can be derived
from (4) as explained in [40], [8], and [56]. This method is
considered as themost accurate and exact for ECC calculation
using any number of antenna elements and efficiencies [40].
However, the major drawback in this technique is it requires
3D far field radiation pattern for each antenna elements [59].
Thus, it imposes time constraints as the measurement of far
field radiation pattern requires longer period. Additionally,
a sophisticated and expensive arrangement is required for this
measurement [60].

Third technique is the combination of S-parameter and
radiation efficiency [61]–[63]. It offers accurate correlation
coefficient calculation by considering the effects of radiation
efficiencies of each radiating elements and written as
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Where ηrad .i and ηrad .j are radiation efficiencies of theN -port
antenna systems. Compared to other techniques this method
requires efficiency calculation as well. However, for the
radiation efficiencies below 60 % the value of ρij.max is

considerably higher. This technique is not suitable for pattern
shape or tilted beam [64].

Another method to calculate ECC by far field utilization
is given in (6) where ηmax is the maximum efficiency and
it is dependent on the power distribution of the radiating
elements. In this method, ηiηj is the total efficiency of the
radiation elements [65]. It also shows that ECC is dependent
on power distribution of radiating elements and efficiency
does not depend on radiation efficiencies and S-parameter.

∣

∣pij(e)
∣

∣

2
= 1 −

ηmax

ηiηj
(6)

There are other methodologies present to calculate corre-
lation coefficients by using antenna equivalent circuits [7],
[30], [54], [60]. Some recent literatures [12], [40] explain the
method to extract exact value of correlation coefficients from
antenna-based series and parallel circuits. Moreover, for fast
and accurate ECC prediction of wideband MIMO systems
correlation green’s function can be used [57]. It works with
both frequency domain and time domain post processing
techniques. Further, the approximation from S-parameters is
based on isotropic assumption in a rich scattering environ-
ment. Hence, the best way to calculate ECC is by using far
field parameters [40], [44], [66].

Diversity gain (GDG) is another important factor that must
be taken into account while evaluating the MIMO perfor-
mance. It gives an idea about the reliability of the MIMO sys-
tem [52]. The higher the value of diversity gain the isolation
is better [67]. It is dependent on the correlation coefficients
between antenna signals is written as

GDG = 10 ×

√

1 −
∣

∣ρij (e)
∣

∣

2
(7)

IV. MIMO ANTENNA DESIGNS AND MUTUAL COUPLING

REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

This section describes different MIMO antenna design and
mutual coupling reduction techniques [67]. Each technique
is explained with multiple recent examples and a comparison
table. Fig. 3 lists the MIMO antenna design techniques and
mutual coupling reduction techniques focused in this review
paper. The performance of every MIMO antenna is compared
in terms of isolation level, bandwidth [68], [69], substrate
materials, efficiency [70], gain [71], envelop correlation coef-
ficient (ECC) and diversity gain (GDG) [67], [71].

A. DEFECTED GROUND STRUCTURE

Defected ground structure (DGS) represents the defects or
slots integrated on the ground plane of planar circuits or
antennas [72]. It is adopted as an emerging technique for
improving several parameters of microwave MIMO antenna
systems including narrow bandwidth, cross-polarization and
low gain [73], [74]. Further, this technique contributes signif-
icantly to reduce mutual coupling. In this section, recent DGS
techniques are described to decrease mutual coupling in the
MIMO antennas.
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FIGURE 3. MIMO antenna designs and mutual coupling reduction
techniques.

FIGURE 4. PGDS-based MIMO antenna for mutual coupling
reduction [75].

1) S-SHAPED DEFECTED GROUND STRUCTURE

In Fig. 4, the periodic S-shaped defected ground structure
(PDGS) unit [75], has been placed between antenna radiating
elements to reduce mutual coupling. PDGS interrupts the EM
far-field significantly and induces the current between patch
elements. The coupling between two microstrip antenna ele-
ments is the function of relative alignment due to two side
by side radiating elements. Without PDGS unit large surface
current is induced on the coupled antenna elements results
higher mutual coupling. However, in the presence of etched
PDGS surface induced current is significantly reduced due to
its confinement with in restricted substrate area. Therefore,
a higher isolation causes −40 dB lower mutual coupling
between the antenna elements.

2) SRDGS DEFECTED GROUND STRUCTURE

Fig. 5 explains the square ring defected ground structure
(SRDGS) [76]. This structure has two ports square radiat-
ing patch supporting orthogonally polarized half wavelength
modes, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Additionally, L-shaped slots
are included inside to make this structure compact. Inner
patch feed or inside ring ports P1 and P2 excites TM01 and
TM10 modes [77]. While two ports P3 and P4 are out-
side the ring and works on higher order orthogonal modes

FIGURE 5. SRDGS-based MIMO antenna for mutual coupling reduction.
(a) Top layer, (b) Ground layers with DGS [76].

FIGURE 6. T-shaped metallic stub based MIMO antenna for mutual
coupling reduction [78].

TM21 and TM12. A square ring defected structure is etched
in the ground plane, as shown in Fig. 5(b). This acts as a res-
onant slot to reduce surface waves and decrease cross-polar
levels by confining them within dielectric that causes cou-
pling between antenna radiating elements. Further, surface
wave reduction leads to less diffraction from corresponding
substrate boundary which contributes to back radiation reduc-
tion. Consequently, increased isolation is developed between
ports.

3) T-SHAPED METALLIC STUB BASED DEFECTED

GROUND STRUCTURE

In Fig. 6, two open ended slots are added in the ground
plane [78] to implement DGS feature. It improves isolation
between antenna elements in the ultra-wide band (UWB)
range. Further, it provides band-notch functionality from
5.4 ∼ 5.86 GHz and 7.6 ∼ 8.4 GHz due to the presence
of trident–shaped strip on microstrip feed line. Moreover,
ground plane consists of a middle T-shaped metallic stub.
Two open-ended stepped slots etched in parallel with very
narrow slot. This T-shaped slot suppresses the surface current
and diverts its direction. Therefore, it increases the distance
between the ports to improve isolation in between the antenna
elements. It is also referred as decoupling slot. The purpose
of the narrow slot is to provide better isolation at lower
resonant frequency of 3 to 4 GHz. This can reduce the mutual
coupling up to −20 dB. On the other hand, the open-ended
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TABLE 1. Performance comparison of DGS MIMO antennas.

FIGURE 7. Electrically small meandered based MIMO antenna for mutual
coupling reduction [38].

slot on ground plane provides better impedance matching
characteristics in lower frequency bands. The trident–shaped
strip is a combination of rectangular slot and loaded strip fed
by microstrip line, is implemented on top of the substrate.
In Fig. 6, theses strips are illustrated as strip-1 and strip-2.
These are responsible to generate dual notches at 5.7 and
8.2 GHz.

4) ELECTRICALLY SMALL MEANDERED DEFECTED

GROUND STRUCTURE

Fig. 7 shows top-loading monopole antenna [38] with a
sleeve attached on each side of the radiating body utilizing
multi-object optimization technique. It consists of cylindri-
cal shape with four evenly spaced antenna elements around
its circumference with reference to the center of the circle.
At lower and higher frequencies the surface current con-
centrated on radiating portion of the monopole and sleeves,
respectively. The DGS technique is utilized by using three
open ended etched areas on the metallic ground plane. This
architecture acts as a band stop filter to reduce the amount of

induced currents. These three slots are used to achieve
required frequency 0.8 GHz and reduce mutual coupling upto
−25 dB. Further, there is a bent in the outer slots of DGS
to utilize minimum spacing in the ground plane. An open-
ended slot is also implemented by using quarter wavelength
calculation to act as a bandstop filter [79]. Furthermore, these
slots are symmetrically constructed to minimize the opposing
effects of DGS on radiation pattern [80]. The spacing between
the slots of DGS is the main feature of this antenna. It can
adversely affect the impedance matching and mutual cou-
pling. Therefore, spacing of 0.24 λ between two slot elements
is considered for optimal performance.

Characteristics of different DGS antennas described in
this section are summarized in Table 1. It shows that the
antenna in [75] has highest dimensions and thickness. It
achieves maximum efficiency and minimummutual coupling
of −55 dB compared to other antennas presented in Table 1.
Further, [78] provides maximum bandwidth along with band
notch feature and compact dimension. However, it shows
significantly lower mutual coupling performance compared
to [75].

B. DIELECTRIC RESONATOR ANTENNA

Dielectric resonator antenna (DRA) [81], [82] uses vari-
ous shapes of ceramic material blocks fixed on metal sur-
face or ground plane. DRA is used to transform guided
waves into unguided RF signals [83] for transition through
vacuum, air or water. In this section, cylindrical dielec-
tric resonator antennas (CDRAs) are considered which is
one of the primary types of DRAs. This antenna exhibits
higher efficiency and lower loss compared to complete metal
antennas due to minimum metal part for millimeter wave
frequencies [84], [85].

1) BACK-TO-BACK CDRA-BASED MIMO ANTENNA

Fig. 8 shows back-to-back element CDRA-based antenna
placed on the opposite sides of the substrate through common
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FIGURE 8. CDRA-based MIMO antenna to reduce mutual coupling [86].

FIGURE 9. Eight ports DRA based MIMO antenna with center reflector for
mutual coupling reduction [87].

ground plane [86]. A pair of co-planar waveguide (CPW)
conformal microstrip lines is used to excite port-1 and port-2.
The height of the top and bottom CDRAs are 6.5 mm
and 6.0 mm, respectively. Port-3 and port-4 are excited by
microstrip line fed conformal strip line. Improved isolation
level between all ports is achieved by generating orthogonal
modes HEy11δ and HE

x
11δ in each CDRAs. Further, the use of

opposite excitation also contributes to the isolation improve-
ment. In this case, both the CDRAs are excited in oppo-
site directions which produce bidirectional pattern diversity.
In this geometry,HE11δ mode radiates in broadside direction.
Two ports in a single CDRA generate two orthogonal patterns
due to the difference in the polarization. In summary, using
orthogonal modes and the excitation from opposite directions
contribute to the improvement on the isolation between the
ports significantly.

2) DUAL SHAPE CDRA AND METALLIC REFLECTOR

BASED MIMO ANTENNA DESIGN

Fig. 9 demonstrates eight port dual band CDRA MIMO
antenna system [87]. The geometry involves four antennas
(labeled DRA1 to 4) of 55 mm radius placed at 90◦ angles
along the center reflector circle. Further, other four antennas
(labeled DRA5 to 8) of 30 mm radius are placed near the
center reflector circle and are in 45◦ angles with DRA1 to
4. The optimized DRA height is 14 mm and 5mm for better

FIGURE 10. Hybrid based technique (dual mode CDRA, power divider
based matching network and slit) for MIMO antenna design and
improving isolation [88].

isolation. Antenna elements are excited by slot coupling
mechanism through microstrip transmission line which is
mounted at the bottom of the substrate. These coupled slots
are exactly beneath the CDRA. DRA 1 to 4 produce modes
of HEM11δ kind while TE01δ modes excitation is visualized
at DRA 5 to 8. The better coupling between coupling slot and
CDRA is achieved by using different dimension feed lines for
higher (5.8 GHz) and lower bands (2.45 GHz).

However, center reflector of 30 mm and height 40mm are
used to achieve maximum isolation of −25dB.

3) C-SHAPED SLIT AND DRA FOR MIMO ANTENNA DESIGN

Fig. 10 explains a hybrid technique with triple port dual mode
CDRA-based MIMO antenna systems [88]. Port 1 consists
of two λ/4 impedance transformers which is known as power
divider to match the feeding network. CDRAs at port 2 and
port 3 are excited by the coaxial probe which helps in gen-
eration of orthogonal modes known as HEy11δ and HEx11δ .
Ground plane containing etched C-shaped slit (DGS tech-
nique) is used to improve isolation and lower mutual coupling
to −25 dB by maximizing the surface current distribution at
the excited ports and around the C-shaped slit.

4) ANNULAR METALLIC RING BASED DRA ANTENNA

FOR HIGHER ISOLATION

In Fig. 11, a hybrid MIMO antenna is presented with CDRA
and modified printed annular ring shape [89]. These modi-
fied rings are responsible for the generation of two differ-
ent radiating modes HE11δ and TE01δ . For the reduction of
mutual coupling and improving isolation at lower frequency
(1.75 ∼ 2.4 GHz) a narrow rectangular slit (DGS technique)
in the ground plane is etched. This slit blocks the surface
current distribution from excitation port 1 to port 2.

Further, CDRA is orthogonally placed over the annual ring
to improve isolation in upper frequency of 3.5 ∼ 5.5 GHz.
Therefore, a non-overlapping E-field is generated due to
radiating modes.

The characteristics of the DRA antennas explained in this
section are summarized in Table 2. It shows that the antenna
presented in [89] has highest isolation achieved at −25dB
with a dual band property. Further, [87] demonstrates highest
gain and efficiency.
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TABLE 2. Performance comparison of DRA MIMO antenna.

FIGURE 11. Annular ring DRA MIMO antenna for mutual coupling
reduction [89].

C. COMPLEMENTARY SPLIT RING RESONATOR

Complementary Split ring Resonator (CSRRs) are usually
periodic configurations [90], [91] of metallic ring, shunt strip
or capacitive gap used to perform filtering as well as isolation
improvements function and lower mutual coupling.

1) GROUND PLANE CSRR BASED MUTUAL

COUPLING REDUCTION

Fig. 12 shows triangular-shaped radiating elements [36] to
achieve wideband impedance matching as the monopoles
cannot radiate towards each other directly. This allows space
reduction between radiating elements. However, it fails to
exhibit higher isolation at entire UWB. To improve the
isolation and make mutual coupling less than −15 dB
two segmented L-shaped stubs are inserted in the ground
plane. These stubs have length of λo/4 (λo at 3.8 GHz).

FIGURE 12. Ground loaded CSRR based MIMO antenna [36].

These stubs serve as reflector to reduce mutual coupling
betweenmonopole radiating elements by separating radiation
between them [92]. Further, it introduces two resonances (at
3.8 GHz and 6.8 GHz). To reduce mutual coupling signifi-
cantly at lower frequency CSRR has been added in the ground
plane. Hence, this technique also reduces the size of the
antenna. Additionally, this CSRR acts as an LC tank circuit
which can store the energy at lower frequency and blocks
the current in the ground to reach other antenna elements.
Therefore, CSRR is used to prevent the current flow between
antenna elements to improve the antenna isolation.

2) CONCENTRIC SQUARE RING PATCH WITH CSRR LOADED

GROUND PLANE

In Fig. 13, quad port MIMO antenna containing concentric
square ring radiating patch [93] is presented to resonate in
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FIGURE 13. Concentrate square ring and CSRR loaded MIMO
antenna [93].

different transverse magnetic modes. Further, three resonant
structure of CSRRs are etched in the ground plane. These
CSRRs have sub-wavelength value at resonant frequency
of 2.45 GHz. The purpose of concentric square ring is to
enhance the bandwidth due to lower amount of energy stored
in the metallic regions. The second square encloses the inner
ring and makes the structure compact is size. The feed
position is selected in a way to excite higher order modes
orthogonally by maintaining higher isolation between them.
Further, for higher modes with non-zero substrate thickness
the surface wave propagation is also high. Thus, reactive
loading in antenna is adopted by etching a slot on each square
ring to improve this performance. The slots have length of λ/2
at resonant frequency of 2.45 GHz. This slot is also the source
of mutual coupling reduction between higher order modes
generated in rings. Three CSRRs are etched in the ground
plane around the corners of the antenna tilted at 45◦ angle.
The presence of CSRRs alters the standing wave distribution
by generating higher coupling current. This reveals the reso-
nant property in vertically polarized fields as well. Therefore,
the two ports P1 and P4 of the antenna work on the vertically
polarized electromagnetic (EM) wave and other two ports
P2 and P3 deal with horizontal polarized EM waves. This
configuration ensures least mutual coupling between them
resulting good isolation.

3) TRADITIONAL PATCH ANTENNA WITH

CSRR LOADED GROUND PLANE

Fig. 14 explains another type of quad port MIMO
antenna [94] containing traditional patch antenna in the upper
plane of substrate while four CSRRs in the bottom plane.

These CSRRs modeled as LC circuit control the resonant
frequency by interacting with the electric field. Additional
half space in the ground plane is also used to support different
electronic devices within the standard PCB board size. In this
work, the CSRRs consist of a pair of slit rings which are
oriented in such a way that the open parts are towards the
port of the radiating patch element. Furthermore, the opening
of outer ring slit is positioned towards the edge which is
excited by microstrip feed. Moreover, the inner slit ring is
printed in the opposite direction of the radiating patch feed
line.

FIGURE 14. Ground plane center etched CSRR between feed ports for low
mutual coupling [94].

FIGURE 15. Ground plane center etched CSRR between feed ports for low
mutual coupling [95].

4) SLOTTED CSRR IN GROUND PLANE

Fig. 15 shows a CSRR where two identical (homogenous)
antennas are used as radiating elements separated from each
other to improve isolation by etching a CSRR in the ground
plane [95]. It is also known as space diversity utilization
technique. In this design, only one CSRR is used to improve
isolation, hence by adjusting the length of CSRRs slit iso-
lation can be easily adjusted. The distributed capacitance of
the slotted CSRR is increased with the increase in the gap
between slit’s lengths. This CSRR also has the ability to
miniaturize the antenna as it has open end.

Table 3 lists the characteristics of CSRR antennas pre-
sented in this section. In [95], higher efficiency of 86.62 %
and simplest geometry with dual band characteristics is
achieved. It also demonstrates lowest ECC value. Further,
it has better isolation and lower mutual coupling of −33 dB.
Therefore, [95] can be considered as the better structure
compare to other CSRRs presented in this section.

D. NEUTRALIZATION LINES

Neutralization lines [96], [97] are used to pass the EM
waves from one antenna to the other through metallic slit or
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TABLE 3. Performance comparison of CSRR MIMO antennas.

FIGURE 16. Thin neutralization lines between symmetric monopoles for
mutual coupling reduction [98].

lumped element. Hence, an opposite coupling is created to
lower the mutual coupling at certain frequencies between the
antennas.

1) THIN PRINTED NEUTRALIZATION LINES

Fig. 16 describes a printed MIMO antenna containing two
simple short-circuited monopoles [98] located at opposite
corners of the substrate and spaced apart by small ground
portion. This small ground also acts as a layout area for
antenna feeding networks. A thin printed neutralization line is
etched close to the antenna feeding to link themonopoles. The
purpose of the neutralization line is to enhance the isolation.
However, there is no slit cut in the ground plane and it is
reserved for coaxial line feeding network or I-PEX connec-
tors. Both the monopole radiating elements are λ/4 apart at
the resonance frequency. Point C and D indicate the short
circuiting strips and their length and width variation can be
used to control impedance matching. The neutralization line
is a simple conduction line of smaller width to reduce the
antenna area. By varying the neutralization line length, loca-
tion and connecting points E and F the isolation properties

FIGURE 17. A driven branch and two crossed neutralization lines for low
mutual couplings [99].

can be controlled. Further, it can also affect the impedance
bandwidth.

2) PAIR OF CROSSED NEUTRALIZATION LINES

Fig. 17 shows a dual band MIMO antenna containing two
symmetric antenna elements and two crossed neutralization
lines [99]. The antenna elements include a parasitic ground
plane and a driven branch. The parasitic ground plane is
also a branch network containing inner branch and outer one
printed on the bottom layer. Further, the driven branch is on
the top layer of PCB. The major portion of the outer branch
of the parasitic branch is folded for space diversity and two
extended copper sheets are positioned on PCB’s upper two
corners. The cross neutralization lines are constructed using
four vias. Thus, each neutralization line finds connection
through vias to non-corresponding antenna element nodes at
both ends. The parasitic ground plane and driven branch at
antenna terminal generates multi-resonancemodes. However,
to mitigate the effect of mutual coupling at lower frequency
crossed neutralization lines between both antennas elements
are included. Furthermore, to reduce mutual coupling at
higher frequency of 2.45 GHz the parasitic ground branch
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TABLE 4. Performance comparison of neutralization lines MIMO antennas.

FIGURE 18. LC matching network and neutralization line based MIMO
antenna [34].

is designed. Hence, crossed neutralization and parasitic
ground branch helps to compensate mutual coupling along
with a driven branch and vias.

3) LC MATCHING NETWORK AND NEUTRALIZATION LINE

In Fig. 18, a novel antenna is proposed by implementing the
neutralization lines in between two coupled dual band anten-
nas [34]. C-shaped radiator is adopted to make the antenna
design compact in size. This design principal involves two
closely spaced antennas with phased shifting elements. Fur-
ther, admittance matrix transformation is used for lossless
network. For perfect impedance matching the lossless admit-
tance matrix must be purely imaginary number and mutual
admittance is a complex number. For better isolation of the
ports the off diagonal elements of admittance matrix should
be zero. Stepped impedance transformer with two sections
is used as a phase shifting network to make mutual admit-
tance a pure imaginary number. Further, a neutralization line
is inserted in parallel with the C-shaped radiator antenna
as phase shifting elements. This straight neutralization
line can produce opposite coupling to generate admittance

FIGURE 19. Ground plane neutralization lines for mutual coupling
reduction [100].

imaginary number. A LC matching network is added on each
port of the antenna to provide better isolation. Therefore,
the neutralization line cancels out the unwanted coupling
at second port when port 1 is excited.

4) NEUTRALIZATION LINES BETWEEN GROUND PLANES

Fig. 19 demonstrates a planner antenna utilizing neutral
slots [100] between ground planes. This four port antenna
consists of circular monopole radiating elements feed by
microstrip line. Two ports are mounted on the upper side of
the substrate and two at the lower side. All four radiating
elements are orthogonal to each other. Partial ground plane
with very small rectangular slot is introduced to improve
bandwidth. Further, microstrip multimode resonator (MMS)
principal is adopted by connecting partial ground plane to
increase isolation between antenna elements. In this work,
neutralization lines act as a band stop filter to minimize
surface currents.

Table 4 explains the neutralization-based MIMO antenna
characteristics illustrated in section IV.D. In [99], a pair
of crossed neutralization line is presented with minimum
substrate thickness and acceptable gain values. However,
the geometry of the antenna is complex compared to other
antennas presented in this section. It works on multiple
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FIGURE 20. Ground plane neutralization lines for mutual coupling
reduction [105].

frequency bands and provides the maximum isolation value
of −23 dB.

E. PARASITIC OR SLOT ELEMENTS

Printed parasitic or slot element antennas uses two orthogonal
modes [101] to create a wide impedance bandwidth by cou-
pling either in radiating patch or in the ground plane [102].
In this technique, mutual coupling between antennas is min-
imized by creating extra coupling path [103], [104]. Further,
one of the two coupling paths opposes the signal coming from
the other coupling path, which leads to a reduction of mutual
coupling. Main advantages of parasitic or slot antenna is the
design simplicity, size and convenient production using either
PCB technology or waveguides.

1) SQUARE-RING SLOT BASED MIMO ANTENNA

In Fig. 20, small sized mono-substrate dual polarized slot
antenna is illustrated [105]. Stepped microstrip feedlines are
placed perpendicular to each other. This slot behaves like a
stepped impedance resonator (SIR) having a tapered profile.
Middle section of the slot is kept very narrow to make the
feed line coupling maximum whereas outer section is wide to
achieve larger radiation aperture. The SIR slots are positioned
in right angle to obtain orthogonally polarized electric fields.
Further, the metallization on the top side of the substrate is
used to fabricate ground plane. Four identical slots of fixed
length along with stepped rectangular shape slots are etched.
To improve isolation among the ports 45◦ tilted metallic stubs
C1 and C2 are introduced in the junction of the arms of
the ground plane. These metallic stubs blocks the spread of
the electric field into the other slot arms and also restricts
the spreading of ground plane current towards other ports
within the antenna [106].

2) METAL STRIP REFLECTOR BASED MIMO ANTENNA

Fig. 21 comprises uniplanar two symmetric antenna elements
fed through ports 1 and 2 [107]. Both antenna elements
are separated by the distance of G < 0.5λg. Each antenna
element consists of staircase-shaped radiator with a bottom

FIGURE 21. Staircase-shaped radiator and middle reflector for mutual
coupling reduction [107].

shorted strip. It is observed that due to the reduced port-
to-port distance there is very high mutual coupling between
radiators leading towards poor isolation. Hence, to reduce
mutual coupling a metal conducting strip of 0.4 mm is placed
away from the feeding points at distance of 0.10 ∼ 0.25λg.
This metal strip acts as a reflector and works like a cou-
pling element between both radiating elements. Both antenna
elements along with metal strip are printed on the front
side of FR-4 substrate. Further, both elements are excited in
their dipole mode [108]. Therefore, an enhanced isolation of
−20 dB is achieved using the reflector together with the back-
to-back antenna radiating elements in the UWB band.

3) STEPPED FEED-LINE AND OPEN-ENDED GROUND

SLOT BASED MIMO ANTENNA

In Fig. 22, four ports open ended slot antenna is realized
by creating stepped slot fed having 50 � microstrip line.
This generates wide electric field in the opposite directions.
It results negligible overlap between their impedance band-
width [109]. Transition of resonant mode from one to another
is possible due to the stepped slots of microstrip line where
each slot acts like a resonating element. Length of each
slot is λ/4 of its resonant frequency 5.5 GHz. The mutual
coupling, in this case, is mainly reduced due to the asymmet-
rical structures and complementary radiation pattern without
any decoupling network. The location of antenna elements
(Ant_1 and Ant_2) are in a way that one radiates electric field
in one direction and other in the opposite direction. Further,
it is responsible for low correlation between the channels.

4) SINGLE-SHARED-RADIATING ELEMENT AND MEANDERED

FEEDING LINES BASED MIMO ANTENNA

In Fig. 23, single shared radiating patch with two perpen-
dicular meandered feeding microstrip lines are used to make
MIMO antenna compact in size [110]. An open shunt stub
(λ/4 length at 5.5 GHz) and a T-shaped slot are etched in the
center of the radiating patch to minimize unavoidable mutual
coupling. A complex connection is established from the stub
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TABLE 5. Performance comparison of parasitic or slot element based MIMO antennas.

FIGURE 22. Staircase-shaped radiator and middle reflector for mutual
coupling reduction [109].

to the ground plane through a via. A partial ground plane of
very small width is also placed on the bottom of the sub-
strate. Meandered feedlines reduces the total distance (space
diversity) from the port to radiating patch by maintaining
exact 50 � impedance matching [111]. Excited port 1 flows
the current in the radiating patch’s y-direction and a coupled
current of low magnitude appear in the x-direction. Further,
port 2 drives the main current in x-direction and a lower
valued coupling current are observed in x-direction. The
orthogonal current flowing behavior makes it dual polarized
in the far field.

Table 5 lists the characteristics study of parasitic or slot
antennas explained in this section. The highest value of gain,
bandwidth and ECC is obtained in [105]. Further, the antenna

FIGURE 23. Shared radiating plane meandered feed line, slot and stub for
mutual coupling reduction [110].

presented in [107] has highest efficiency and simple
geometry.

Moreover, [109] has highest mutual coupling value of
−22 dB. A novel shared radiation element structure is pre-
sented in [110].

F. RECONFIGURABLE ANTENNA

It is a switching-based technique where MEMS switches,
p-i-n and varactor diodes [111], [112] are used to enhance
operating frequency range and improve envelope correlation
coefficients [113], [114].

1) BACK-TO-BACK MEMS SWITCHES-BASED

MIMO ANTENNA

Fig. 24 shows frequency reconfigurable slot antenna consists
of two back-to-back reconfigurable slots [115] using MEMS
switch. The length of the slots varies from λ/4 (at 2.45 GHz)
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FIGURE 24. Slotted radiator MEMS-based reconfigurable antenna for
mutual coupling reduction [115].

to λ/2 (at 5.5 GHz) open end slots. The pair of MEMS
switches is fabricated at the end of these slots.
Two compact folded metallic slots are also positioned in

the middle of the substrate. It acts as a decoupling network
between open ended slots A1 and A2. Moreover, it reduces
the mutual coupling between those by controlling switches
S3 and S4. In this design, two vertically polarized λ/4 open
ended slots A3 and A4 along with middle decoupling slot
are manufactured. Furthermore, it provides better isolation,
decreased mutual coupling and higher bandwidth by increas-
ing surface current distribution of the antenna. Hence, par-
asitic or slot element based technique is used for mutual
coupling reduction.

2) SLOT-BASED P-I-N DIODES MIMO ANTENNA

Fig. 25 explains the frequency reconfigurable printed pla-
nar antenna [116]. Each side of the top and bottom plane
contains two slot antenna elements. Further, it consists of a
wine-glass shaped monopole antenna mentioned as Feed-5.
For better impedance matching stepped feed line is used.
In this case, the plane of the monopole is a dual purpose
GND plane for antenna sensing applications. One side of
the ground is a square plane while other has bended edges.
Four circles of radius 8.5 mm has been etched out from
antenna surface with very thin slot of width 0.45 mm making
an outer circle of 10.1 mm radius. These thin slots help to
enhance the impedance bandwidth. Further, inner circles are
used for mutual coupling reduction between closely placed
radiating elements. One varactor diode on each outer circle is
employed and mentioned as D1, D2, D3 and D4. The connec-
tion between varactor diode and biasing network is similar as
explained in [117]. Two RF inductors are connected between
two terminals of the varactor diode and radiating structure
to block RF signal on both end of the antenna terminals.
These diodes are connected with the biasing circuit using two
shortening vias. In this structure, four ports Feed-1, Feed-2,
Feed-3 and Feed-4 are reconfigurable and one Feed-5 is

FIGURE 25. Slotted p-i-n diodes reconfigurable antenna for mutual
coupling reduction [116].

traditional UWB sensing antenna. All the antenna elements
are analogous in structures and symmetrically placed on the
substrate.

3) PLANAR INVERTED-F P-I-N DIODES BASED

MIMO ANTENNA

In Fig. 26, the MIMO antenna consists of two symmetri-
cally identical planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA) radiators
where two diodes D1 and D2 are connected [118] to make
it reconfigurable. Each PIFA radiator is connected to the
ground plane through a shorting plate and vertical feed line.
A λ/4 length at 2.35 GHz slot line (Ls) is also implanted
in the ground plane between both radiating elements. Two
more switching p-i-n diodes (D3 and D4) are positioned on
this slot length to provide better isolation at three different
operating frequencies 2.3 ∼ 2.4 GHz, 2.5 ∼ 2.7 GHz and
3.4 ∼ 3.6 GHz. It is known as DGS technique for mutual
coupling reduction. By controlling the length Ls the state of
the PIN diode’s operational mode can be changed. DC biasing
is provided to D1 and D2 through RF inductor to prevent
RF signal leakage. Further, the DC biasing of D3 and D4 is
provided by the coupling capacitors C1 and C2, respectively.
By varying the capacitance values the isolation characteristics
can be controlled which also can control the mutual coupling
properties.

4) MICROSTRIP LOOP AND SLOT FREQUENCY

RECONFIGURABLE-BASED MIMO ANTENNA

Fig. 27 shows the dual frequency band reconfigurable
microstrip printed loop antenna and slot antenna [119]. Upper
side of the substrate is used for ground as well as radiating
patch structure. The left side of the antenna consists of an
L-shaped microstrip section named as Antenna # 1. It has
stepped slot and shortening line for impedance matching
which is excited by L-shaped microstrip. However, its right
side consists of microstrip loop antennas (Antenna #2 and
Antenna #3), PIN diode switches and biasing network.
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FIGURE 26. Inverted F PIN diodes reconfigurable for mutual coupling
reduction [118].

FIGURE 27. Microstrip loop and slot reconfigurable antenna for mutual
coupling reduction [119].

Depending upon the on and off state of the switches two res-
onating paths are achieved. Switch off state resonates W-X-
Y-Z path provides long term evaluation (LTE) frequency band
(1.6 ∼ 1.9 GHz). Further, switch on state resonance path
is W-Q-Z provides industrial scientific and medical (ISM)
frequency band (2.2 ∼ 2.94 GHz). A shortening line and
stepped slot (parasitic or slot element technique) is used for
mutual coupling reduction. Moreover, the antenna is greatly
affected by the lengths of the biasing components. Therefore,
a 20 pF capacitor is used to stop DC signals to the RF input of
the loop antennas. A high value inductor in series with 47 �

resistance is used for PIN diode biasing. This biasing network
also helps in mutual coupling reduction.

Table 6 lists the characteristics of frequency reconfigurable
antenna explained in section IV.F. The MIMO antenna struc-
ture explained in [118] is complex due to the shorting plate
and vertical adjusted feed line. It has lowest value of ECC and
maximum diversity gain [120]. Further, it has lowest mutual
coupling value of −47dB compared to other antennas in this
section. However, [119] shows maximum efficiency of 92%
and maximum gain of 5 dBi.

FIGURE 28. I and S mushroom-based EBG for mutual coupling
reduction [124].

G. ELECTROMAGNETIC BANDGAP STRUCTURE

Electromagnetic bandgap (EBG) structure can block electro-
magnetic waves of specific frequency or acts as a medium to
transmit electromagnetic waves [121]. Depending on the field
of application different stop band, pass band and bandgap fre-
quencies can be identified [122]. This structure is a periodic
arrangement of metallic or dielectric material. Periodicity in
the structure and individual resonance of the elements can
generate multiple band gaps [123].

1) MUSHROOM-TYPE EBG BASED MIMO ANTENNA

Fig. 28 shows probe feed patch antenna on the EBG
substrate [124]. It introduces parasitic capacitance and
inductance. Therefore, the phase constant of an EM wave
propagating underneath the radiating patch is larger than
transverse electromagnetic (TEM)mode. Consequently, EBG
structure works in a slow wave region with wavelength
shorter than TEM mode. Traditionally, EBG element is
placed between the antenna elements. However, for mutual
coupling reduction antenna element is surrounded by the
EBG elements. There are two ways to arrange open
mushroom-type EBG structure between antenna elements.
One is by surrounding each radiating patch with square
ring of EBG cells which is known as S-EBG configuration.
Another is the placement of any array of EBG cells between
two radiating patches known as I-EBG structure. Highest iso-
lation is observed in case of S-EBG structure cell arrangement
as it reduces inter-element coupling. Hence, four-port S-EBG
structure antenna arrangement with improved front to back
lobe ratio is achieved.

2) DUAL LAYER MULTI-ELEMENT EBG-BASED

MIMO ANTENNA

Fig. 29 shows dual layer mushroom EBG structure- based on
slow wave propagation [125]. The lower layer of the mush-
room EBG works with low frequency waves of 2.45 GHz.
Further, upper layer acts as a band stop filter at 2.55 GHz
resonant frequency. The mushroom layer is manufactured on
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TABLE 6. Performance comparison of frequency reconfigurable based MIMO antennas.

the top of the substrate. Two layers of the substrate are used to
increase the antenna resonance frequency by lowering down
the effective dielectric constant. In lower layers, EBG unit
cells are arranged in square grid-like pattern which is known
as matrix arrangement. Additionally, the upper layer EBG
unit cells (5×2) are arranged in the linear structure. The upper
mushroom cells are used to reduce mutual coupling.

3) PERIODIC Z-SHAPED EBG BASED MIMO ANTENNA

In Fig. 30, a planner compact antenna with unique feature
of wide-angle scanning is presented [126]. Eight EBG cell
elements are arranged in two columns between microstrip
square patches to reduce mutual coupling. The square radi-
ating patches are fed by the co-axial probes. The proposed
EBG has periodic distribution of Z-shaped etched metallic
elements. Further, this structure has periodic boundary con-
ditions with appropriate phase shifts.

4) ONE DIMENSIONAL AND SPLIT RING RESONATOR

EBG BASED MIMO ANTENNA

Fig. 31 shows hybrid antenna technique to suppress mutual
coupling. One dimensional (1-D) electromagnetic bandgap
and split ring resonator (SRR) structure [127] has been

FIGURE 29. Dual layer multi-element based on EBG for mutual coupling
reduction [125].

inserted between two radiating elements. The SRR acts as
a reflector and wave trap. Further, EBG structure blocks
these waves to improve antenna performance. This 1-D EBG
is constructed by eight periodic cells patterned in columns.
Each unit cell has an interdigitated capacitor and meander
lines. Moreover, the addition of SRR improves the reflection
phase from 30◦ to 90◦ (quadratic phase) and provides better
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TABLE 7. Performance comparison of electromagnetic bandgap based MIMO antennas.

FIGURE 30. Periodic Z-shaped based on EBG for mutual coupling
reduction [126].

FIGURE 31. One dimensional and split ring resonator EBG for mutual
coupling reduction [127].

impedance matching. Near field coupling is observed using
imaginary lines of AB, CD and EF located 1mm higher on
the pattern structure for mutual coupling path observation.
Sudden phase change with respect to frequency exhibits
1-D EBG and SRR to maintain waves in certain direction.
This contributes in mutual coupling reduction at different
frequencies.

FIGURE 32. One dimensional and split ring resonator EBG for mutual
coupling reduction [131].

Table 7 lists an overview of electromagnetic bandgap
technique-based MIMO antennas presented in this section.

Compared to other structures [126] has simplest geometry,
easy fabrication. Additionally, the lowest mutual coupling of
−53.7 dB is obtained. Further, [127] has highest efficiency
using a hybrid structure of SRR and EBG.

H. METAMATERIALS ANTENN

In this antenna design technique, the MIMO configurations
are fabricate by assembling composite materials; such as
metals and plastics. The repeating pattern of the materials
makes it capable of manipulating EMwaves. Similarly, meta-
surface [128]–[130] equivalent to a negative permeability
medium is also used as metamaterial in mutual coupling
reduction in MIMO antenna system [145], [146].

1) SUBSTRATE INTEGRATED CAVITY DOUBLE LAYER

MUSHROOM-BASED MIMO ANTENNA

Fig. 32 presents orthogonally distributed compact four ele-
ment substrate integrated cavity-backed slot (SICBS) antenna
systems consist of double layer mushroom structure [131].
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TABLE 8. Performance comparison of metamaterials based MIMO antennas.

FIGURE 33. Cascaded transmission line based on metamaterials for
mutual coupling reduction [132].

To improve isolation between antenna elements a wall with
double layer mushroom structure (EBG technique) is applied.
Four pieces of double layer mushroom walls are orthog-
onally crossed on top of the antenna elements. This dou-
ble layer mushroom cell is made of two layer substrate of
same thickness. Two identical patches are etched on the top
of upper substrate and bottom of lower substrate, respec-
tively. There is a ground sandwiched between two sub-
strates. Further, a via of fix diameter is used to connect
both patches to the ground plane. The isolation between
antenna elements is the function of height of the double layer
mushrooms.

2) CASCADED TRANSMISSION LINE METAMATERIAL-BASED

MIMO ANTENNA

Reversal composite right-left-handed (CRLH) configuration
MIMO antenna using metamaterial [132] is shown in Fig. 33.
By cascading metamaterial transmission line in this config-
uration both stub and interdigital capacitors can be reversed.
Hence, by reversing the unit cell of cascaded transmission line

FIGURE 34. Deep-subwavelength metamaterials antenna for mutual
coupling reduction [133].

the current induced inside antenna element can be reversed.
This helps in mutual coupling reduction and high isolation
achievement.

3) DEEP-SUBWAVELENGTH METAMATERIALS-BASED

MIMO ANTENNA

Fig. 34 shows metamaterials-based decoupling strategy
adopted antenna [133]. Singular medium is made of sub-
wavelength metal and air layers. In this work, alternating
metallic and dielectric layers are composed to form a singular
medium.
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TABLE 9. Performance comparison of decoupling networks MIMO antennas.

Two antenna elements are located closely where the EM
wave’s energy spread out due to different permittivity ele-
ments. Hence, radiated waves can propagate along the radial
direction and corresponding flow of energy is confined in
tube-like virtual space. Two triangular layered structures
with an oblique angle between their surfaces along with
a decoupling matrix are designed in the ground. A square
metallic wire of 1 mm is also inserted between two anten-
nas in the substrate to prevent unnecessary scattering of
energy within the substrate. This technique is used to reduce
mutual coupling. To avoid surface current interference lead-
ing to higher mutual coupling the antenna pair is not located
on the midpoint of the ground edges. The singular medium
is effective for lower dispersion, maximum anisotropy and
fewer losses. This quality does not affect MIMO antenna
efficiency and improves isolation in the broadband range.
Table 8 shows [131] has complex geometry and lowest

mutual coupling of −42 dB compared to other antennas pre-
sented in this section. Whereas, [132] has simplest geometry
with lowest ECC value.

I. DECOUPLING NETWORKS

Decoupling networks [134], [135] are used to achieve bet-
ter isolation in the MIMO antenna systems. This works
on the principle of transformation of cross-admittance
term to purely imaginary value by adding transmission
lines or by discrete components. Eigen mode decomposi-
tion [136], artificial structure [137], coupled resonator [138]
and inserted components [139], [140] are some of the decou-
pling schemes.

1) DSPRG- PLANE DECOUPLING NETWORK

Fig. 35 shows dual port MIMO antenna consists of two sym-
metrical L-shaped inverted-F antenna elements as radiator of

FIGURE 35. Diamond-shaped pattern grounds resonator based
decoupling structure for the reduction of mutual coupling [141].

height 6 mm [141]. In this work, the ground has diamond
shaped pattern which acts as a resonator. This is known
as diamond-shaped patterned ground resonator (DSPRG).
It also works as a decoupling element. It can reduce mutual
coupling in the wideband by suppressing the surface current
in the antenna elements of MIMO antenna.

2) DUMMY LOAD-BASED DECOUPLING NETWORKS

Fig. 36 shows a new technique presented in [142]. In this
work, higher isolation is achieved by introducing a pair of
dummy elements terminated with reactive loads. This method
relies only on antenna impedance. The admittances of both
dummy loads are closed to each other. Simple three port
monopole antennas are printed on top of the substrate by
0.15λ distance between them. Without dummy loads there
is very poor isolation and impedance mismatch. A reactive
load used as dummy element is realized by distributed or
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FIGURE 36. Dummy load based decoupling structure for the reduction of
mutual coupling [142].

FIGURE 37. Dual band coupled resonator based decoupling structure for
mutual coupling [143].

lumped elements. Furthermore, tuning is established using
two open circuited transmission lines.

3) COUPLED RESONATOR DECOUPLING NETWORK

In Fig. 37, coupled resonator decoupling network
(CDRN) [143] is applied to reduce the mutual coupling
between two dual band antennas. This decoupling network
consists of a pair of open loop square ring resonator. CDRN
is considered as lossless passive networks for dual band
application.

4) MULTI-ELEMENT PATTERN DIVERSITY BASED

DECOUPLING NETWORK

Fig. 38 shows planner monopole MIMO antenna-based on
pattern diversity decoupling method [144]. In this work, radi-
ation pattern is maintained by changing length of the radiator.
The antenna’s radiation pattern is affected by the electri-
cal length and other parameters; such as the ground plane
dimension, radiator shape and substrate material. To achieve
high isolation antenna radiators are placed in close vicinity.
It alters near field radiation of the antenna to reduce mutual
coupling. Two identical set of 4-element MIMO antennas
are symmetrically arranged on edges of the substrate. Four
top-hat antennas are closer to the side edges of the ground
plane as compared to inverted L-shaped ones. For impedance

FIGURE 38. Multi-element pattern diversity based decoupling structure
for mutual coupling [144].

matching realization a stub is added to the feeding line of
Ant 2, Ant 3, Ant 6 and Ant 7. Dimension of both radiators
and impedance matching network required fine tuning for
better isolation.

Table 9 compares different MIMO antenna characteristics
using decoupling network. In [142], highest efficiency and
lowest mutual coupling of −32 dB are achieved using sim-
plest geometry of dummy loads. Further, [143] shows dual
band operation. It also achieves lowest ECC value of 0.008.

V. CONCLUSION

This review work describes every mutual coupling reduction
techniques considered for MIMO antenna design present in
the literature. To understand the critical feature of a partic-
ular technique, multiple examples are adopted. Comparison
on the basis of dimensions, materials, gain, ECC, diversity
gain and radiation efficiency is presented for all the MIMO
antenna techniques. The minimum requirement for mutual
coupling adopted by the most of the researchers is −17dB
to −20 dB. The values lower than this contributes to the
alteration of the self- and mutual-impedances of the MIMO
antenna systems therefore, affects the antenna mismatches
and embedded radiation efficiencies. In this paper, unique
isolation techniques employed by the researchers to achieve
higher isolation and lower ECC is the key comparison ele-
ment. This review work demonstrates that by using DGS
and CSRR technique very wide band of frequency can be
achieved in MIMO with lower correlation values. Further,
the straight neutralization lines offer simple structure with
a significantly improved isolation. Parasitic or slot element
makes the antenna compact in size with improved ECC and
efficiency. Similarly, EBG architecture consists of complex
periodic arrangement of metallic or dielectric structure at
the cost of lower bandwidth. Furthermore, decoupling net-
works offer simple geometry with better performance. DRA
is area inefficient and complex compared to printed antennas.
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Moreover, reconfigurable and metamaterial-based antennas
provide higher performance at the cost of expensive manufac-
turing procedure. Mutual coupling reduction is an important
area of research which can have a direct impact for the
development of the next generation wireless communication
systems, such as 5G, 6G and massive MIMO. Therefore,
a wide range of design possibilities is presented in this work
to enlighten the improvement of the mutual coupling which
is rare in the literature. Thus, this work can provide a broad
overview to the early stage and specialist antenna designers
about different isolation techniques as a thorough reference
for the research field of recent MIMO antennas.
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